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GENE WHIZ!

Boulder biotech companies are putting Colorado on the map for
gene-editing breakthroughs
STORY BY JENSEN WERLEY
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person develops cancer and doctors operate to remove the
tumor.
Except they don’t use scalpels and surgical-steel
instruments. They use biological molecules to cut out the
cancerous mutation in the patient’s own DNA, repairing it and
healing the person.
It’s the process of gene editing, and new discoveries in this field have caused
it to be one of the most promising scientific developments of the 21st century.
Companies making significant developments in the gene-editing space
include Agilent, Inscripta, KromaTiD, Editas — all located along Colorado’s
Front Range. That’s not a coincidence.
Colorado, thanks largely to research and technology originating at University
of Colorado Boulder, has become an epicenter for the latest in gene-editing
applications.
“There’s a hotbed of chemistry associated with gene editing here,” said
David Sebesta, chief commercial officer of KromaTiD.
The Boston area and California are the biggest hubs for gene editing, but

there’s no denying there’s a cluster of technology around Boulder that can
help put Colorado bioscience on the map — especially as some companies
emerge from stealth mode with the possibility of unlocking some of gene
editing’s real potential.
The CRISPR connection
Gene editing — the process of making changes to patients’ DNA in order to
improve their health and rid them of diseases like Huntington’s, Alzheimer’s
or even cancer — has actually been around since the 1970s. But it was the
development of a new technology in the early 2000s, often called CRISPR,
that led to gene editing’s modern breakthrough.
CRISPR stands for clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats.
It’s a family of DNA sequences that are used for detecting and destroying similar
DNA. Scientists have harnessed CRISPR sequences to create enzymes that can
recognize and cut out specific strands of DNA. These CRISPR-enabled enzymes,
such as CRISPR-Cas9, work like biological scissors: Scientists can use it to snip
out a mutation in DNA and then repair it with new DNA. The availability of
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HOW GENE EDITING WORKS
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BEFORE When testing for
desired reactions in gene
editing, scientists are usually
limited to placing one cell per
well in a 96-well scientific plate,
shown at right. The rows and
columns are how they would
track which cells, with which
combination of guide RNA and
donor DNA, did what.

CRISPR has made leaps-and-bounds improvements
to gene editing.
There are, of course, limitations. In most
instances, scientists still don’t know exactly where
to cut if they want to cure diseases like cancer,
Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s. And of course, it’s
likely that these diseases could be caused by
multiple mutations, which means there could be
multiple places to cut. Scientists currently have
limited bandwidth to learn what mutations cause
what disease and the edit needed to cure it. They’re
trying, but the process is a slow one.
“Biology will not be able to penetrate a lot of
those early applications ... being thrown around
that CRISPR will solve,” Inscripta CEO Kevin
Ness told Denver Business Journal. “They will not
materialize without improvements to the tool base.”
There can be other issues with gene editing as
well. All gene editing can cause some damage to
the surrounding DNA. That’s to be expected, but it
can be a huge problem if an edit damages DNA that
actually causes worse problems — such as cancer —
rather than eliminating it.
Fortunately, there are Colorado companies
looking to tackle some of these issues, while
others are making technology that allows gene
editing in the first place. Together, they’re creating
an environment that is helping propel the science

forward.
Research in RNA
Gene editing has roots in Colorado, specifically at
CU Boulder.
Last year, the Molecular, Cellular &
Developmental Biology department celebrated its
50th anniversary. The department was born in
1968, 18 years after the discovery of DNA and a time
when scientists were looking to learn more about
its capabilities.
“There’s a history of this university as a hub
of innovation and technology for lots of different
areas of nucleic acids,” Roy Parker, distinguished
professor and the Cech-Leinwand chair of
biochemistry at CU Boulder, told DBJ.
Parker points to three scientists whose research
has opened new doors in biotech:
RR Marvin Caruthers invented chemical methods to
make DNA synthesis very efficient, which impacted
and made the work of other scientists much easier.
He later co-founded Amgen (Nasdaq: AMGN), one
of the world’s largest biotech companies.
RR Tom Cech discovered that RNA (another
nucleic acid that, similar to DNA, is key to genetic
information) was catalytic, meaning it could
accomplish chemical reactions. It was a huge

NOW Inscripta’s
technology is allowing
for scientists to clump
all of the cells they’re
testing in one test
tube, which could
allow for thousands of
experiments at one
time. The company has
barcode technology
and software to allow
scientists to go back
and track which
specific cell had a
reaction.

discovery, Parker said, because up until that point
it was thought that proteins did all the work, that
DNA carried genetic information and that RNA was
an intermediate molecule. “If proteins do all the
work, how did life ever get started? Tom showed
that RNA could be a genome and be an enzyme. It
solves the origins of life,” Parker said. “RNA-based
enzymes could be therapeutics.” In 1989, he won
a Nobel Prize for his work, which spawned a new
field of RNA research and has cemented the Front
Range as a hub for RNA research and science.
RR Larry Gold, another CU professor, found that
RNA could have interesting shapes, bind to things
and react with them. That led to Gold founding
SomaLogic, a biotech company working on using
proteins to detect diseases in people.
“There’s a university ecosystem that has created
a lot of smart people working in this area here,”
Parker said.
RNA is an integral part to gene editing. To make
gene editing work, there are two key components.
The nuclease — the CRISPR-enabled enzyme that
does the cutting — and the guide RNA that helps it
find the damaged DNA. The guide RNA functions
like geographic coordinates that tell the nuclease
where to cut. The DNA then either repairs itself,
or scientists can insert new DNA. That new DNA,
called a “homology arm” or “donor arm,” provides
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a template for how the DNA should repair itself.
Boulder’s longtime excellence in RNA led to
companies like Santa Clara, California-based Agilent
Technologies to open facilities along Colorado’s
Front Range. Agilent, which employs 260 people
in Boulder and Frederick, is one of the world’s
experts on providing synthetic RNA. It had $4.47
billion in annual revenue during fiscal year 2017,
and has 13,500 employees globally. The company
supplies RNA to biotech and pharmaceutical
companies, therefore supplying one of the key
ingredients to make gene editing possible. Agilent
has specialized in creating RNA that can be used as
guide arms in gene editing, taking years to develop
the complicated process of creating chains of RNA
that are long enough to be used.
“Colorado is a hotbed for the synthetic DNA that
CRISPR relies on,” said Chris Tompkins, CEO of
KromaTiD. “The Agilent site here is probably pretty
close to the biggest synthetic-DNA manufacturing
site in the world.”
There are other strong ties between gene editing
and CU Boulder. Jennifer Doudna, one of the leaders
in developing CRISPR genome editing and one of
the first to use CRISPR-Cas9, did her postdoctoral
work at CU Boulder under Tom Cech. She is now a
professor at University of California Berkeley.
A company to watch
One Boulder company doesn’t just provide a key
ingredient for gene editing but is looking to expand
the possibilities of what gene editing can do.
Inscripta, founded in 2016, believes it can
unlock the potential of biology through its
platform, and by doing so can help bring biology
into more disciplines. While Inscripta isn’t the only
company that wants to bring biology to materials
science, construction, food science and more, it
is developing a platform to make those potentials
more accessible and feasible.
Inscripta has the possibility to be one of Boulder
biotech’s biggest companies to watch. It’s raised
more than $130 million in Series A, B and C funding
and it’s validated its chemistry, been published
in Nature Biotechnology and has been awarded
multiple patents. It is launching its platform of
software, instruments and reagents in October.
Its CEO, Kevin Ness, has already co-founded and
built two big companies in the genome reading
space: QuantaLife and 10x Genomics. And its
board chairman is John Stuelpnagel, co-founder
of Illumina Inc. (Nasdaq: ILMN), a life-science
company with revenue of $3.33 billion in 2018.
“The Colorado Bioscience Association is proud
of Inscripta and the great success they’ve achieved,”
Jennifer Jones Paton, president of CBSA, said. “We
anticipate more successes from them in the future.
They show how a Colorado company can move from
R&D to an opportunity for commercialization. We
think they’ll transform how we think of health
care.”
Up until now, Inscripta had been marketing itself
as a company that was basically making an opensource CRISPR enzyme. Many of the nucleases that
have been made for gene editing (such as CRISPRCas9) are proprietary and require high-cost licenses
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of those early
applications ...
being thrown
around that
CRISPR will
solve.”
— Kevin Ness ,
Inscripta CEO

and royalties. Inscripta wanted to make something
more accessible, so scientists could get to gene
editing faster. The company created its MAD7
enzyme, a nuclease that has a low-cost licensing
fee attached to it. But that’s not all Inscripta has
been developing.
The company is working on a digital genome
engineering platform. Using proprietary chemistry,
instruments and software, the technology can
manage, engineer and track individual cells.
Prior to Inscripta’s technology, scientists were
limited in the speed and scale they could achieve
when experimenting with cuts and changes to DNA.
They typically run 96 experiments at a time, which
is the number of wells in a standard scientific plate.
“People will say we’re going to use CRISPR for all
these applications, we’re going to solve cancer,” said
Ness. “But when you start to do it, the tools people
have are like being in a dark room with a laser
pointer, trying to figure out the three-dimensional
layout and the furniture layout in a room. What we
want to do is flip on the light in that room analogy,
so you can see where everything is ...”
Scientists need the scientific plates because they
must keep each cell they’re testing isolated and
portioned in its own well. Inscripta’s technology
removes that need. Inside the cells Inscripta
designs is the ability to cut out the existing DNA
and replace it with the donor arm, attached and
delivered together in a covalent bond — technology
unique to Inscripta and developed at CU Boulder.
Doing so means that when scientists experiment,
they can insert a cut-and-paste together in one cell
and, because Inscripta’s technology also includes a
“barcode” for tracking, know exactly which guide
RNA (connected to the Mad7 nuclease) and donor
DNA they paired together. Now they can have
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thousands of cells in a test tube, and still be able to
identify if a cell is reacting, because they can track
it with the barcode, see what combination of cut
and paste that cell had and see their results.
The aim is to rapidly scale up from 96 tests at
a time to thousands. Doing so means researchers
can discover the mutations that cause diseases and
make necessary edits faster than if Inscripta didn’t
create these tools for scientists.
Editing excellence
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GENETICS
GLOSSARY

An Inscripta
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engineering
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Other Boulder-area companies have
made the Front Range their home
because of ties to CU Boulder and its
reputation.
KromaTiD, of Longmont, is
another company looking to enable
gene editing. Because genome editing
inherently causes some damage to
the surrounding DNA, KromaTiD is
looking to mitigate that damage. Its
technology detects where the damage
will occur — to ensure it’s not going to
accidentally make a problem worse —
and measures the amount of damage.
The company is able to do so through
AI image analysis. KromaTiD’s
specialty is not detecting damages
to DNA sequences, but rather when
large chunks of structural DNA
are damaged. Because of that, the
company has very few competitors.
Its technology was born from another
area research school, Colorado State
University.
Editas Medicine, another company
with a Boulder presence, is a leading
genome-editing company that is
focused on translating the potential of
CRISPR genome editing into a robust
pipeline of treatments. Although
it’s headquartered in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, it has a growing team
in Boulder.
“For genome editing, we need
the best quality [guide RNA],” Bruce

Genome: The genetic
material of an organism
Gene editing/ genome
editing: When DNA is
inserted, deleted, modified
or replaced in the genome of
a living organism
DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid): A molecule composed
of two chains that coil
around each other to form
a double helix carrying
genetic instructions for the
development, functioning,
growth and reproduction of all
known organisms

RNA (ribonucleic acid):
A molecule essential in
various biological roles in
coding, decoding, regulation
and expression of genes.
Like DNA, it is a nucleic acid,
one of the macromolecules
essential for all known forms
of life. Unlike DNA, it is often
found as a single strand
folded onto itself rather than a
double helix.
Nucleotide: The basic
structural unit and building
block for DNA
Nucleic acid: A chain of
nucleotides. DNA and RNA are
two types of nucleic acids.
CRISPR (clustered
regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats): A
family of DNA sequences
found within the genomes of
organisms such as bacteria.
These sequences are used to

detect and destroy DNA from
similar viruses. Because of
this ability, CRISPR enzymes
have been harnessed to act as
biological scissors, snipping
out unwanted mutations.
Enzyme: A substance
produced by a living
organism, which acts as a
catalyst to bring about a
specific biochemical reaction
Nuclease: An enzyme
that splits the chains of
nucleotides in nucleic acids
into smaller units
Guide RNA: The RNAs that
guide the insertion or deletion
in gene editing
Reagent: A substance or
mixture for use in chemical
analysis or other reactions
Covalent bond: A stable
chemical bond

Eaton, senior vice president of
chemistry for Editas, told DBJ in an
email. “We found that the ecosystem
for RNA chemistry was especially rich
in Boulder.”
‘Unprecedented’ potential
With area companies ensuring that
gene editing is done safely, that the
technology is there to ensure it can be
done in the first place and expanding
the scale for testing, it’s possible that
gene editing can help bring health to
new heights.
“The potential for gene editing
is unprecedented, transformative
medicines for people with serious
diseases,” Eaton said.
It’s also possible that it can be a
key to solving problems in scientific
disciplines beyond the human body.
It could be used in material sciences,
making hemp strong enough so that
it can be used as building material.
It can be used to safely improve
agricultural science, creating crops
that are drought resistant. Athletic
shoes could be made from synthetic
spider silk that’s lighter and stronger
than nylon, said Jason Gammack,
chief commercial officer of Inscripta.
Thanks to genome engineering,
scientists are now making
compounds grown in microbes that
can be painted onto aircraft exteriors

Julissa Duran-Malle optimizing genome
engineering technologies at Inscripta.

to make them move through the air
more efficiently, ultimately reducing
carbon output. Gammack said even
the increasingly popular Beyond
and Impossible burgers are made
from cow hemoglobin expressed in
yeast, that then went onto produce
synthetic hemoglobin and plantbased meat that could “bleed.”
“When my children, who are
8 and 10, are my age, and I’m 48, I
anticipate 20% of what they eat will
be man-made, not grown as a crop
but grown in a lab,” he said. “We
believe that we are starting to see bits
and pieces but haven’t seen a true

biological revolution because the
tools aren’t there. Our tech is the first
step forward to writing genomes in a
fashion that had never been possible.”
The possibilities of biology —
specifically through expanding
genomic engineering, thanks to area
companies’ work — could unlock
new potentials across all scientific
disciplines.
“We will drive biology into many
market segments,” Ness said. “We
feel lucky to sit at the horizon ahead
of us. In 1990, it was the internet. The
next major movement will come from
what biology can do for the world.”
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